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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ABCREATIVE OFFERS ID SCULPTURE PRODUCTS
De Soto, KS. June, 2017. ABCreative is excited to announce the addition of a new product line, ID
Sculpture.
For 12 years, ID Sculpture has been designing and creating climbing rocks and performance boulders for
use on the playground and other outdoor areas. What sets ID Sculpture apart from others is the strong
understanding and background in rock climbing that the company leadership has and brings to the
design of the product.
“We are proud to offer a product whose quality and features enhance the playground equipment
offerings of ABCreative,” said owner Karen Herren.
Rock Climbers & Performance Boulders
The company offers items from a catalog but is experienced in working with landscape architects and
others on creating custom-designed work to bring your vision to life.
Climbing rocks are inspired by nature and are designed to evoke a sense of adventure, challenge and
achievement. In addition, the company offers a series of playful animal sculptures suitable for ages 2 to
5.
Performance boulders are compliant for use on the playground but offer multigenerational play. They
are geared to opportunities for beginning through advanced – they aren’t just for the rock climbing
enthusiast, but are great to introduce people to rock climbing.
ID Sculpture takes safety very seriously when it comes to play, offering a line of IPEMA certified
products.
“We create unexpected, innovative play spaces that spark the imagination, inspire learning, and expand
the frontier of what a playground can be.”
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###
About ABCreative
ABCreative has been helping their customers create the perfect park and playground since 1993 by
offering a full line of play equipment, shelters, shade systems, safety surfacing and site amenities.
Having completed projects of all sizes, the company offers high quality products that are easily
maintained and long lasting.
For more information about ABCreative’s products and services, please call (913) 583-3332, email us at
karen@abcreative.net or visit our website at www.abcreative.net.
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